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Saber Press Proudly Presents  

RATTENKRIEG! The Art and Science 
of Close Quarters Battle Pistol 

 

July 1, 2012 -- Saber Press is pleased to announce the 
release of RATTENKRIEG! The Art and Science of Close 
Quarters Battle Pistol by Bob Taubert. 

Taubert, a USMC combat veteran and legendary member of 
the FBI, has operated and trained all over the world with 
many of the premier law enforcement and military tactical 
and anti-terrorist units in existence. He also played a direct 
role in the establishment and training of several well-known 
special operations units to include the FBI’s elite Hostage 
Rescue Team (HRT) and the DEA’s “Operation Snowcap” 
elements. 

Taubert, an internationally-recognized subject matter expert 
on all aspects of CQB (Close Quarter Battle) and the author 
of hundreds of articles on firearms and tactics published 
under the pen name, "Bob Pilgrim," has spent years 
compiling the material in this book.   

In addition to information about advanced pistol fighting tactics, techniques, and equipment is 
material not usually found in books of this type. Taubert also provides detailed chapters such as 
Ballistic Shield & CQB Shooting, Vehicle Assault Shooting Techniques, and Close Quarters 
Battle Pistol Drills. This last chapter provides a fully realized training program consisting of 25 
individually-described and illustrated training drills that can be set up and run on standard firing 
ranges by the advanced practitioner. 

RATTENKRIEG! The Art and Science of Close Quarters Battle Pistol is Taubert’s legacy to 
the brave men and women who serve America in blue, black, tan, and camouflage uniforms.  

Available now from www.saber-press.com, www.amazon.com and all fine bookstores.   

Book descript ion:  5 .5" x 8.5", 248 pages filled with information. More than 150 photos and illustrations! 
Softcover. ISBN 978-0-9772659-4-7. 
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